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Setting the Course
 Coasts in crisis?
 The barriers to change
 An alternative framework for local action
 The C-CHANGE project

Are Coasts in Crisis?
 ICM was supposed to link economic and environmental interests
 Yet coastal conditions worldwide continue to decline
 close to half the world’s population lives within 100 km of a marine shoreline.
 80% of the human activities that threaten coasts occur on the land
 60% of the world’s fisheries are failing

 50% of the world’s coasts are threatened by development
 40% of coral reefs have been lost or degraded
 marine protected areas account for less than 0.05% of coasts & oceans

What have integrated approaches to coastal
management accomplished?

Integrated Coastal Management - Benefits
 30+ YEARS



higher profile for coasts



focus on land-based pressures



renewed interest in the role of science



respect for local knowledge and participation



support for more holistic (ecosystem-based)
management



Improved capacity in coastal expertise

Then…. why are coasts continuing to decline?….
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What constraints to ICM have been reported
throughout the world?
 focus of reporting has
been on process rather
than outcomes

 ten categories of
recurring obstacles that
impeded, delayed or
complicated ICM

 confusion over coastal boundaries

 lack of political will and support
 lack of integration in government
 lack of local authority
 differing perspectives and goals
 failures to identify economic benefits
 poor science to government collaboration
 limited data and information
 lack of human capacity
 conflicting time scales for action

So – how are we doing in Canada?

Chapter 3
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Have there been similar barriers in Canada?
 no accepted definition for the coast
 conflict over jurisdiction

 lack of engagement of economic sectors
 local participation ≠ local authority
 conflicting opinions on priorities for coastal use
 gaps between science and management
 lack of knowledge on coastal conditions

 public complacency = lack of political will
 little attention to the costs of inaction
 loss of capacity in science and management
 size and complexity of the coastal landscapes

Chapter 4

Complexity, Chaos and Clumsiness


Complexity theory
•
•



the whole may be more than the simple sum of its parts
small changes can have large consequences

Chaos theory
• what we predict will happen- -might not happen
i. e. (riding a bike in Ottawa in winter)



Clumsiness theory
•

don’t put all your eggs in one basket - be prepared for Plan A to fail
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Framing an alternative approach
 what constitutes a coast
 what are the guiding
principles for coastal

management

 the coast as a landscape
 no ‘leviathan’ government agency --no one
panacea that works for all
 real change will only happen with the support
of the economic sectors
 complexity and uncertainty are a given

 who does it

 scale matters whether in science or in
management
 resilience to change and capacity to change
can be either an asset or a detriment
 softer paths to progress (precaution,
reduction, conservation) have economic and
ethical benefits not just environmental gains
 e-based technology has yet to be tapped
 national leadership is helpful BUT it is at the
local level where real action takes place
Chapter 7

Why manage the coast as a landscape?
• a cluster of linked
terrestrial, aquatic
and/or marine
ecosystems
• H2O+HS
• jurisdictional
boundaries are
unaffected
• build on existing
governance roles and
responsibilities

• engage land based
managers
• promote collaboration
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CoastWORKS
rebooting coastal
management

The Coastal Accord
 a shared vision for the future
 principles to guide action

The CoatWorks framework has roles for :
 national leadership
 regional coordination and reporting
 inter- and intra-governance networks
 professional communities of practice
 shared tools and experience
 the Internet as a connecting hub

The Ripple Effect…..

C-CHANGE:
Planning now for a different climate








Canada-Caribbean
University – community collaboration
8 coastal communities
Sea level rise and severe weather
Impacts to infrastructure
Changes in community well-being
Local planning for adaptation








planning
management
engineering
geomatics
social studies
economics

Enhancing the capacity for local action


Each community is different



Array of issues - some shared, some not



C-CATS are the window between local

governance and university resources
•

Political leaders

•

Senior Staff (management, planning,

engineering, EMO)



•

Professions

•

Other stakeholders

Planning Acts, Municipal Bylaws, Design
guidelines, Construction Standards

Engaging networks and communities of practice

Conclusions
 coasts are not lines or zones,
coasts are living landscapes

 coastal management in many
countries face similar barriers

 efforts towards ICM have failed
to engage the economic
sectors

 it is time to remove or to get past
these barriers

 there is insufficient knowledge
on the state of any coast
 detrimental changes to
ecosystems and to
communities may have already
occurred
 time is slipping by - science
must be relevant and unafraid

 national leadership may be an asset -it is not a requirement
 local action by local governments and
organizations is the key to improved
planning and management of coasts
 climate change is upon us
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“For myself I am an optimist – it
does not seem to be much use
being anything else.”
Winston Churchill

mercerclarke@rogers.com

Principles to help guide Change
1 Sustainability
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2 Responsibility

10 Restitution

3 Holism and Connectivity

11 Collaborative Governance

4 Pro-Action

12 Leadership Support

5 Resilience

13 Cross-Acceptance

6 Uncertainty and Risk

14 Adaptive Management

7 Precaution

15 Participation

8 Preparedness

Full Cost Accounting

Shifting Perspectives on Science and Management
Modern Perspectives

Emerging Post Modern Perspectives

Mechanistic , reductionist

Complex, holistic

Linear relationships (cause-effect)

Non-linear relationships (effect-effect-effect)

Uniformity

Diversity

Hierarchical and centralized

Non-hierarchical and networked

Controlling

Self-organizing

Focussed on structure

Focussed on process and behaviour

Change is abnormal, episodic, disruptive

Change is normal, continuous, opportunistic

Change is predictable and controllable

Change is unpredictable and partially
controllable

Uncertainty is a failing of process

Uncertainty is a factor of process

Conclusions based on empirical
evidence

Intuition derived from emerging conditions

Evolutionary

Revolutionary

(adapted from McMillan (2004) and Vallega (2001a)

